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Darkness is the seeding ground for the next 
evolution of You
Are you experiencing turmoil in your life currently? 

Separation, divorce, death of a loved one, loss of a job, anxiety, 
addiction, things just seem to be falling apart?

Maybe the darkness is manifesting as feeling stuck – stagnated -
wondering why you are here and feeling there must be more to 
life than this?

As the confines of your old life tumble the future You begins to 
step forward - the You that is standing firmly in the vision of a 
fulfilling life.



How to get from where you are now to 
where you want to be likely isn’t clear 
yet. It may seem impossible, a 
challenge beyond you, that keeps you 
circling in self-doubt. 

Know that humans have been facing 
and overcoming what seem like 
insurmountable challenges since the 
beginning of time. 

We used to call it initiation.

Those that went before us created 
ceremonies to ease the passage.  

Many have trod this path before you



Turmoil is the Gate-Keeper

These periods of darkness or challenge that crop up in our lives 
serve as a calling, a kind of gate-keeper at the threshold.

Something wants to die.

Without the wisdom of initiated elders and the old ceremonies to 
guide us across these divides we may misinterpret the calling and 
not make it to the other side. 



“In the depths of the soul, anyone’s soul, 
is the desire for initiation.

Michael Mead

Initiation means one thing dies and another 
comes to life.”



An Uninitiated Culture
With the absence of traditional initiations – Rites 
of Passage – many unconsciously abandon our 
own inner wisdom, adopting instead the 
mythology of our spiritually devoid culture that 
values consumerism and economic advancement 

at the expense of the people and our planet. 

We become lost in attempts at self-initiation 
through drugs, sex, eating disorders, addictions, 

isolation and depression in a search for initiated 
elders to guide their way. 

Our elders, uninitiated themselves, quietly 
struggle with their own challenges without a 
clear road map to take them to the sacred 
mountain. 



“We usually think of life as staring with birth 
and ending in death. 

In the initiatory passages of life – the periods 
of the soul’s descent into the deep well of dark 
waters with it’s allure of gold coins thrown 
there by others who simply wished for more –
run opposite.

They start with a death and end with a re-
birth. Such is the way of initiation.” 

Kedar S. Brown



Keep Death as Your Ally
Our death-phobic culture doesn’t 
encourage us to seek out the parts of us 
that must die in order for us to move on.

The ancient ones knew the wisdom of 
honoring the cycle of life and all it’s 
seasons. 

Summer is never endless. Inevitably we 
Fall into decay before Winter sets in to 
chill us to the bone. Only when we have 
fully surrendered to what is does Spring 
appear beckoning us into the light of 
inspiration and clear vision.  



“Keep death as your ally, just over your left 
shoulder to remind you to love fiercely…to 
remind you to stay awake…to remind you to 
stand in your integrity without concern for 
outcome.

When death comes for you…you want to be 
standing in your own life, 
not another’s…standing in your own medicine 
because that is what you came here to do.”

Kedar S. Brown



Initiated Life

It is the life we cultivate each day, by 
the stories we tell ourselves, the way 
we stand inside our own skin that 
leads to the crafting of character – a 
true elder.
Otherwise we simply become an 
older version of the uninitiated self 
who refused the call. 



Michael Mead

"Rather than the need to heroically save 
the whole world, 

the real work of humanity at this time 
may be to awaken the unique spark and 

inner resiliency of genius within each 
person."



Pay attention... pay attention
Be careful not to distract yourself
By focusing on the obstacles in your 
life 

Focus on the delivery of your 
medicine
Not on the stories in your head
Where you recount your limitations 
and loss 

Do not indulge in such self-
importance
As a way to avoid taking 
responsibility For your medicine and
The gift of healing you came here to 
offer. 

You are the heroes and heroines of 
your own story. If you are not 
initiated into the bone memory,
Into the mythology of your own life
You will likely be living an existence 
That is not entirely your own. 

The life you know you must live
Is the one standing just a few paces 
in front of you 
Looking back over its shoulder with 
eyes wide, 
Waiting for you to remember. 

Apprentice yourself to yourself
Follow this trail to the horizon of 
your own vision,
The place where you live in the 
absence of story;
The place where the sharp edges of 
this unfolding moment 
Demands your full attention.

Where are you? ..... I am Here!
Who are you? ..... I am this 
Moment!

Pay attention... pay attention...
Do not show up in the world in such 
a way That others give you a name
You have no belonging to. 

Follow Your Name 
by Kedar S. Brown



You are not alone

Rite of Passage Council is a nonprofit organization dedicated to guiding 
safe passage through the dark times in life.

Our council of initiated elders has trod this path before – many times. 
You can learn more by visiting our website, booking a call with a Guide or 
joining an upcoming webinar. 



RitesOfPassageCouncil.org


